
95 THESES BY MARTIN LUTHER ESSAY

The Ninty-Five Theses was written by Martin Luther in and is broadly regarded as the major catalyst for the Protestant
Reformation. Martin Luther and his Lutherans followers led a revolt against the Roman Catholic Church which helped
with the creation of The Ninety-Five.

The Lutheran church branch is named after him. Eisleben, Germany is noted as the birthplace of young Martin
Luther just ten days into November. Priests would take your money by telling you that you could get rid of
your sin if you paid them. But was it dissension over corruption or was it more complex than that? Thanks for
watching! Because his father planned for him to become a lawyer, shortly after receiving a Master of Arts
degree from Erfurt University he returned to the university to study law. In art, the discovery of perspective
brought a revolutionary realism to painting, architecture, and exploration. After five centuries, it is easy to
reduce the Protestant Reformation to a dispute over corruption in the Roman Catholic Church. He wrote many
anti-Jewish manuscripts and books, and recruited against them for his entire life. Back then in the early fifteen
- hundreds were similar. A debate lasting three days between Luther and Cardinal Thomas Cajetan produced
no agreement. Hans and Margaretha Luder were his parents. He composed books, allowing people to pursue
their thoughts. Erwin, Iserloh. A man named Martin Luther formed a group of people that believed that the
Church had drifted far from its original teachings. Luther launched his attack against Tetzel and the selling of
indulgences by tacking his Ninety-five Theses to the door of the Wittenberg castle church. To discuss this, I
will use some of the works of Martin Luther himself along with sources from authors Paul A. The most
fundamental components of the Protestant Reformation were Martin Luther and the printing press. This
amendment established the separation of church and government that our country was founded on and still
practices today. He launched the Protestant reform a continuation of the medieval religious search. This
primary source is a historical document that cause major uproars throughout Europe. Religion might not have
ever broke apart and became their own version of faith with multiple Gods and ideas, if not for Martin Luther.
That is the exact kind of person that God needs to bring about His work. All of them made outstanding
contributions to the Reformation.


